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MORSE INDEX AND UNIQUENESS FOR POSITIVE
SOLUTIONS OF RADIAL p-LAPLACE EQUATIONS

AMANDINE AFTALION AND FILOMENA PACELLA

Abstract. We study the positive radial solutions of the Dirichlet problem
∆pu+f(u) = 0 in B, u > 0 in B, u = 0 on ∂B, where ∆pu = div(|∇u|p−2∇u),
p > 1, is the p-Laplace operator, B is the unit ball in Rn centered at the
origin and f is a C1 function. We are able to get results on the spectrum
of the linearized operator in a suitable weighted space of radial functions and
derive from this information on the Morse index. In particular, we show that
positive radial solutions of Mountain Pass type have Morse index 1 in the

subspace of radial functions of W 1,p
0 (B). We use this to prove uniqueness and

nondegeneracy of positive radial solutions when f is of the type us + uq and
p ≥ 2.

1. Introduction

Let us consider the Dirichlet problem

(1.1) ∆pu+ f(u) = 0 in B, u > 0 in B, u = 0 on ∂B,

where B is the unit ball in Rn centered at the origin, n ≥ 2, ∆p denotes the
p-Laplace operator

∆pu = div (|∇u|p−2∇u), p > 1,

and f ∈ C1([0,∞)) satisfies some growth conditions if p ≤ n,

(H0) |f(s)| ≤ C1s
q + C2 with q ≥ p− 1 and q ≤ np− n+ p

n− p if p < n.

It is well known that all weak solutions of (1.1) correspond to critical points of the
functional

(1.2) J =
1
p

∫
B

|∇u|p dx−
∫
B

F (u) dx,

in the space W 1,p
0 (B), where F (t) =

∫ t
0
f(s) ds.

In the case p = 2, many questions about the solutions of (1.1) in a general
bounded smooth domain Ω, are investigated by studying the linearized operator at
the solution u, namely the operator Luv = ∆v+ f ′(u)v. Thinking of u as a critical
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point of (1.2), this implies studying the second derivative of J , i.e. the bilinear
form

(1.3) 〈J ′′(u)v, w〉 =
∫

Ω

∇v · ∇w dx−
∫

Ω

f ′(u)vw dx,

for any v, w in H1
0 (Ω). The operator Lu is a compact perturbation of the Laplace

operator and thus several properties of it are already well understood. In particular,
the spectrum of −Lu is given by a sequence of real numbers and only a finite number
of them are negative. This implies that every critical point of J has a finite Morse
index which is defined as the supremum of the dimensions of the subspaces on which
J ′′(u) is negative definite. This allows us to use Morse theory in several ways to
get the existence and uniqueness or multiplicity of solutions of (1.1) when p = 2.

In the case p 6= 2, several difficulties arise in the study of the linearized operator
of the p-Laplacian, and it is an important question to find an appropriate space
where the linearized operator can provide qualitative properties of solutions.

In this paper, we consider the case of the ball and of positive radial solutions.
Introducing some suitable weighted space of radial functions, we are able to get
results on the spectrum of the linearized operator and derive information about the
Morse index of solutions. We also get some estimates of the critical groups of J at
an isolated critical point and show that radial Mountain Pass solutions have Morse
index 1 in the subspace W 1,p

0,r (B) of radial functions in W 1,p
0 (B). We use this to

prove uniqueness of solutions of (1.1) when f is of the type us + uq and p ≥ 2.
In the case p > 2, J is of class C2 in W 1,p

0 (B) and we have for radial functions
v, w in W 1,p

0 (B)

(1.4) 〈J ′′(u)v, w〉 =
∫
B

(p− 1)|∇u|p−2∇v · ∇w dx −
∫
B

f ′(u)vw dx.

A first difficulty concerning (1.4) is that it is defined in a Banach space, rather
than in a Hilbert space, and this leads to several problems. One of these is that
it does not seem possible to derive a good extension of Morse theory to a Banach
space, in particular because of the existence of critical points either degenerate
or with infinite Morse index. We refer the reader to [7, 8] and [15] for a deeper
discussion of this point. Nevertheless, in [7, 8] some ways of studying the critical
groups for functionals defined in Banach spaces are indicated. In particular in [8]
the functional

1
p

∫
Ω

|∇u|p dx+
1
2

∫
Ω

|∇u|2 dx−
∫

Ω

F (u) dx

is studied in W 1,p
0 (Ω), for p > 1. However, because of the presence of the term∫

Ω
|∇u|2 dx, this functional does not give rise to a degenerate operator as it happens

for the p-Laplacian. Indeed, another major obstacle that one encounters in the
study of J ′′(u) is that it is a degenerate operator at any point where ∇u vanishes.
Thus, understanding the properties of J ′′(u), and, in particular, its spectrum, can
be very difficult.

In this paper, motivated by some uniqueness problem that we discuss later, we
are able to show several properties of J ′′(u) in the case when u is a radial solution
of (1.1) such that

(1.5) |∇u| 6= 0 for x 6= 0.
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Let us observe immediately that by Proposition 1.2.6 of [12] every positive solution
of (1.1) satisfies (1.5) if F (u) ≤ 0 at all values u ≤ u(0) for which f(u) = 0.

It turns out that the space W 1,p
0,r (B) of radial functions in W 1,p

0 (B) is not the
right space to study J ′′(u), but two other spaces come naturally into the picture,
one larger than W 1,p

0,r (B) and the other one smaller. To be more precise, let us
observe that any solution of (1.1) satisfying (1.5) belongs to C2(B \ {0}) ∩C1(B),
by the result of [12]. Moreover, using the l’Hopital rule, it is possible to derive
the precise behaviour of |∇u| near zero, which is exactly like |x|1/(p−1). This, in
light of the theory of degenerate operators of Murthy and Stampacchia [16] leads to
the determination of a Hilbert space H ⊃ W 1,p

0,r (B) given by functions v such that∫
B |x|

p−2
p−1 |∇v|2 dx <∞. This space is suitable for studying the linearized operator

Lu defined by

(1.6) 〈Luv, w〉 = −
∫
B

(p− 1)|∇u|p−2∇v · ∇w dx +
∫
B

f ′(u)vw dx, v, w ∈ H.

Note that (1.6) is the same as 〈J ′′(u)v, w〉 whenever v, w ∈W 1,p
0,r (B). One important

feature of −Lu in the space H is that its spectrum is given by a sequence of
eigenvalues {µk}, and only a finite number of them are negative or zero. Note that
in H , J is not defined, but proving directly some regularity results, we are able to
show that all the eigenfunctions of Lu are in fact in a more regular space of radial
functions, namely

X = {v ∈ C2(B \ {0}) ∩ C1(B), s.t. v = 0 on ∂B, v(x) = w(|x|)
with |w′(|x|)| ≤ c|x| 1

p−1 , |w′′(|x|)| ≤ c|x|
2−p
p−1 , ∀x ∈ B \ {0}},(1.7)

which is contained in the Hölder space E = C
1,1/(p−1)
0,r (B), p > 2. This type of

space was introduced in [18] in connection with the study of Ginzburg-Landau
problems. We have already used the space X in [2] for the study of uniqueness
of positive solutions for p-Laplace equations with nonlinearities different from the
ones considered in the next theorem.

All this allows us to prove that every critical point of J has a finite Morse index
in W 1,p

0,r (B) and it is possible to estimate the critical groups of the functional J ,
and of its restriction JX to the space X , using the same approach as in [8].

In particular, we prove that all solutions of (1.1) satisfying (1.5) which are critical
points of J of “mountain-pass” type have Morse index one in the spaces X and
W 1,p

0,r (B). This information is, of course, important in itself, but it will be crucial
for us to get the uniqueness result discussed later.

Finally, using again the theory of weighted Sobolev spaces but for linear operators
with unbounded coefficients (as in [24]) and the space X we are able to show some
results also in the case p < 2. Note that J is not twice differentiable in W 1,p

0,r (B)
for p < 2 but is of class C2 if restricted to the space X .

All this will be explained in details and proved in sections 2 and 3 where also
the precise statements of the results will be given.

The key tools in this part are to introduce the spaces H and X . In order to
extend our theory to general domains for solutions such that |∇u| = 0 at isolated
points, one would need to have information about the behaviour of ∇u near its
zeroes. Once this would be achieved, one can adapt the space X in such a way
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that the weight is required near each critical point of u (see [18]) and the theory
for evaluating the Morse index would follow.

The last part of the paper deals with the question of uniqueness of positive radial
solutions to problem (1.1) when p ≥ 2.

We assume that f satisfies

(H1) f ∈ C1([0,∞)), f(0) = 0, f ′(t) ≥ 0 for t > 0,
(H2) p− 1 ≤ s ≤ uf ′(u)/f(u) ≤ q for some s and q,
(H3) (q − p+ 1)(npF (u)− (n− p)uf(u)) + p(uf ′(u)− qf(u))u ≥ 0.

These hypotheses include nonlinearities of the type

us + uq with p− 1 ≤ s < q.

Note that in this case (H3) is equivalent to

(1.8) (n− p)q ≤ np− n+ p and (s+ 1− p)(p(s+ 1)− n(q + 1− p)) ≥ 0.

In particular, if s = p− 1, (H3) holds for any q subcritical or critical. Another way
to write (1.8) is to define α = q − s and β = s− (p− 1); then (1.8) implies

(1.9) nα+ β(n− p) ≤ p2.

If γ = (np− n+ p)/(n− p)− q, condition (1.8) reads γ(n− p) ≥ pα.
We first derive a nondegeneracy result:

Theorem 1.1. Let f be a function satisfying (H1)–(H3). For p ≥ 2, any weak
solution of (1.1) with Morse index at most 1 is nondegenerate.

We use in a crucial way all the information derived in section 2 about the operator
Lu in the case p > 2. In particular, the second eigenvalue of−Lu inX is nonnegative
for solutions of Morse index one and this implies that a solution of the linearized
operator cannot have more than two nodal regions. Then, our proof follows the
approach developed in [23] in the case p = 2 and extended in [22].

Let us notice that our hypotheses (H1)–(H3) imply the existence of a Mountain
Pass solution of ∆pu + λf(u) = 0 in the ball for all positive λ if s > p − 1 and
q < (np − n + p)/(n − p). Indeed the hypotheses of [19] are satisfied. In the case
s = p − 1, and q < (np − n + p)/(n − p), one needs additionally that f(u)/up−1

tends to some limit k to get the existence from [19] for all λ ∈ (0, λ1,p/k), where
λ1,p is the first eigenvalue of the nonlinear problem −∆pu = λ|u|p−2u with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. If λ > λ1,p/k, then there is no solution. If q is critical, that
is equal to (np − n + p)/(n − p), then more details on the existence of Mountain
Pass solutions can be found in [3, 5, 13]. In particular, if f is exactly the sum of
2 powers with q critical and s = p − 1, there is a Mountain Pass solution for all
λ ∈ (0, λ1,p) if n ≥ p2, and only for λ ∈ (λ, λ1,p) for p < n < p2 and for some
positive λ.

Then we derive uniqueness from our nondegeneracy result and the existence of a
Mountain Pass solution. Indeed, we prove in section 2 that Mountain Pass solutions
have index 1. Then we use a bifurcation analysis. This requires an implicit function
theorem that we derive, as in [2], in the space X . We show that all solutions lie
on a simple curve, made by solutions of Morse index one, which does not have any
turning point, because of the nondegeneracy. We can prove the following uniqueness
theorem.
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Theorem 1.2. Let f be a function satisfying (H1)–(H3). Assume that either
• q < (np− n+ p)/(n− p) and s > p− 1,
• or q < (np− n+ p)/(n− p), s = p− 1 and f(u)/up−1 tends to some limit
k as u tends to 0,
• or q = (np − n + p)/(n − p), f(u) = us + uq, with s ≥ p− 1 if n ≥ p2 or
s ≥ p(np+ p− 2n)/(p− 1)(n− p) if n < p2.

If p ≥ 2, there is at most one positive radial solution of (1.1) and it has Morse
index one.

In the case uq + up−1, p < n and q ≤ (np − n + p)/(n − p), the uniqueness
part of Theorem 1.2 was already proved in [1] by another method. More general
nonlinearities were considered by Erbe and Tang [11] but with hypotheses of a
different kind since they treat the case α ≤ 1. Note that hypothesis (H3) implies
that the function H defined in [11] is negative. However our proof is also different
from that of [11].

2. The case p > 2

2.1. Preliminaries. Let u be a weak radial solution of (1.1) satisfying (1.5). As
recalled in the introduction, u is a critical point of J in the space W 1,p

0,r (B) of radial
functions in W 1,p

0 (B). Well-known regularity results of DiBenedetto [10] ensure
that u belongs to C1,α(B) for some α > 0. Because of (1.5), by classical regularity
results, u belongs in fact to C2(B \ {0}) (see also Ni and Serrin [17]). In radial
coordinates, it means that u satisfies

(2.1)

{ (
(p− 1)u′′ +

n− 1
r

u′
)
|u′|p−2 + f(u) = 0 in (0, 1),

u > 0 in (0, 1), u′(0) = u(1) = 0.

Moreover, by (1.5), we have u′(r) < 0 in (0, 1).
Actually, one can derive a precise behaviour of u near the origin using the

l’Hopital rule (see [20]). Indeed, it follows from the equation that as r tends to
zero, (|u′|p−1rn−1)′/(rn)′ tends to a finite limit; hence (|u′|p−1r−1) tends to the
same limit, i.e.

(2.2) u′(r)r
−1
p−1 → −

(f(u(0))
n

) 1
p−1

as r → 0.

Moreover, we derive from the equation (2.1) that

(2.3) u′′(r)r
p−2
p−1 → − 1

p− 1

(f(u(0))
n

) 1
p−1

as r → 0.

This implies that u lies in the space X defined in (1.7) in the introduction, which
is a Banach space with the norm

‖v‖X = ‖v‖C2(B\B1/2) + sup
0<s<1/2

|v′(s)|
s

1
p−1

+ sup
0<s<1/2

|v′′(s)|
s

2−p
p−1

.

Any radial solution u of (1.1) is a critical point of the functional J in W 1,p
0,r (B).

For p > 2, J ∈ C2(W 1,p
0,r (B)), and for radial critical points

〈J ′′(u)v, w〉 = 〈Auv, w〉 −
∫
B

f ′(u)vw dx, ∀v, w ∈ W 1,p
0,r (B),
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where

〈Auv, w〉 = (p− 1)
∫
B

|∇u|p−2∇v · ∇w dx.

Since W 1,p
0,r (B) is a Banach space which is not isomorphic to its dual space, the

operator Au is not a Fredholm operator in W 1,p
0,r (B). Moreover, Au is a degener-

ate operator at the origin where ∇u vanishes. But by (2.2), we know that |∇u|
behaves like |x|1/(p−1) near the origin. This allows us to use the theory of Murthy
and Stampacchia [16] to study the degenerate operator Au in a suitable weighted
Sobolev space.

Let us setm(x) = |x|(p−2)/(p−1) and observe thatm ∈ L∞(B) while 1/m ∈ Lt(B)
for any t < n(p− 1)/(p− 2). Since p > 2, we can choose t ≥ n. Then let us define
the weighted space H = H1

0,r(m,B) as the closure of the space C1
0,r(B) of radial

C1 functions with compact support in B, with respect to the scalar product

(2.4) (v, w) =
∫
B

|x|
p−2
p−1∇v · ∇w dx.

The space H is a Hilbert space and because of the behaviour of |∇u| at the origin,
an equivalent norm is given by

(2.5) ‖v‖H =
∫
B

|∇u|p−2|∇v|2 dx.

Hence the bilinear form

〈Auv, w〉 = (p− 1)
∫
B

|∇u|p−2∇v · ∇w dx, v, w ∈ H,

is coercive in H . Note that W 1,p
0,r (B) is included in H and we are denoting in the

same way the operator in W 1,p
0,r (B) and its extension to H .

The canonical inclusion ofH into L2
r(B), which is the space of L2 radial functions,

is completely continuous (see [16]). Hence applying the Riesz Fredholm theory for
completely continuous operators in a Hilbert space, we obtain that the spectrum of
Au is given by a sequence of positive real numbers and the corresponding system
of eigenfunctions is an orthonormal system in L2

r(B). Then we consider in H the
extension of J ′′(u) that we denote by −Lu:

〈−Luv, w〉 = 〈Auv, w〉 − 〈f ′(u)v, w〉.

Proposition 2.1. The spectrum of −Lu in H is given by a sequence of eigenvalues
and only a finite number of them are nonpositive. Any eigenfunction of −Lu in H
in fact belongs to X.

Proof. −Lu is a compact perturbation of Au since the operator Ku defined by
〈Kuv, w〉 = 〈f ′(u)v, w〉 is compact from H into its dual space. Hence the spectrum
is given by a sequence of eigenvalues µ1 < µ2 ≤ · · · and only a finite number
of them are nonpositive. Let v be a radial eigenfunction in H of our linearized
operator corresponding to an eigenvalue µ. Hence, in radial coordinates, v solves

(2.6) (p− 1)
(
rn−1|u′|p−2v′

)′
+ rn−1f ′(u)v = −µrn−1v, v(1) = 0.

Moreover, testing against C1 functions implies limr→0 r
n−1|u′|p−2v′ = 0. Then

using the l’Hopital rule and equation (2.6), we deduce, as in (2.2), that v′ has the
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same behaviour as u′, namely

(2.7) v′(r)r
−1
p−1 → −v(0)

(µ+ f ′(u(0))
n(p− 1)

)(f(u(0))
n

) 2−p
p−1

as r → 0.

Moreover, since u′ does not vanish away from 0, it follows that v is C2(B \ {0}).
Similarly as for u, one can derive the behaviour of v′′ from the equation so that
v′′(r)r

p−2
p−1 has a limit as r tends to 0. In particular v is in X . �

By [16], we can also derive that the first eigenvalue is simple and the corre-
sponding eigenfunction does not change sign, while all the others change sign. In
particular, we have

Proposition 2.2 (Courant’s nodal domain theorem). Any radial eigenfunction
corresponding to the kth eigenvalue µk has at most k nodal domains. In particular,
any second eigenfunction has exactly two nodal domains.

Proof. As for the case of uniformly elliptic operators, one can produce a variational
characterization of the eigenvalues in the space H . Then, since we are considering
radial functions, it is easy to see, by the uniqueness theorem for ODE’s, that any
eigenvalue is simple. Then the classical proof applies (see for instance [4]) and the
assertion follows. �

Let us define the space

E = C
1,1/(p−1)
0,r (B)

which is the space of radial Hölder functions with Hölder exponent 1/(p− 1) and 0
boundary value. We have

Proposition 2.3. X is continuously embedded in E.

Proof. Let v be in X . In B \ B1/2, v is C2, hence it is Hölder continuous. We
estimate v′ in B1/2 using radial coordinates. For any 0 ≤ r1 < r0, we need to
estimate

(2.8)
∣∣∣ v′(r0)− v′(r1)
(r0 − r1)1/(p−1)

∣∣∣
in terms of ‖v‖X . If r1 < r0/2, we bound (2.8) by

C sup
(r1,r0)

|v′|r
−1
p−1
0 ≤ C‖v‖X .

On the other hand, if r1 ≥ r0/2, we have

(2.9)
∣∣∣ v′(r0)− v′(r1)
(r0 − r1)1/(p−1)

∣∣∣ ≤ (r0 − r1)
p−2
p−1 sup

(r1,r0)

|v′′|.

We use the estimate for v′′ given by the definition of the space X which implies
that

|v′′(r)| ≤ ‖v‖X r
2−p
p−1 .

Since r0/r1 − 1 < 1, it follows that (2.8) is bounded by

‖v‖X r
2−p
p−1
1 (r0 − r1)

p−2
p−1 ≤ ‖v‖X . �
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2.2. A first estimate of the critical groups. We want to study the behaviour
of the functional J near a solution u of (1.1) satisfying (1.5), which we assume to
be an isolated critical point of J in W 1,p

0,r (B). Let JX be the restriction of J to the
space X . Since u is an isolated critical point of J in W 1,p

0,r (B), it is also an isolated
critical point of JX in X .

Definition 2.1. Let c = J(u) and let us define

Jc = {φ ∈ W 1,p
0,r (B) s.t. J(φ) ≤ c},

JcX = {φ ∈ X s.t. JX(φ) ≤ c}.

The ith critical groups of J and JX at u are defined as

Ci(J, u) = Hi(Jc, Jc \ {u}) and Ci(JX , u) = Hi(JcX , J
c
X \ {u})

where H i(A,B) denotes the ith Alexander-Spanier cohomology group of the pair
(A,B) with coefficients in a field K.

The Morse index of u as a critical point of J is the supremum of the dimension
of the subspaces of W 1,p

0,r (B) on which J ′′ is negative definite. We denote it by m(u)
and we denote by m∗(u) the sum of m(u) and the dimension of the kernel of J ′′(u).
Sometimes, m∗(u) is called the large Morse index of u. In X , the same definitions
hold and we denote by mX(u) and m∗X(u) the Morse indices of u as a critical point
of JX .

In the previous section, we have studied the extension of J ′′(u) to the Hilbert
space H . Though the functional J is not defined in the whole space H , it is natural
to expect a relation between the number of negative eigenvalues of −Lu in H and
the Morse indices of u. Moreover, in view of Proposition 2.1, it is natural to expect
that the Morse indices are the same in W 1,p

0,r (B) and in X .

Theorem 2.1. Let u be an isolated critical point of J in W 1,p
0,r (B) with u > 0 and

satisfying (1.5). Then the Morse indices of u are finite. More precisely,

(2.10) m(u) = mX(u) = N(Lu) and m∗(u) = m∗X(u) = N0(Lu)

where N(Lu) and N0(Lu) are respectively the number of negative and nonpositive
eigenvalues of Lu in H. Moreover,

(2.11) Ci(J, u) = Ci(JX , u) = {0} for any i ≤ mX(u)− 1.

As in [8], the proof of (2.10) follows from the regularity of the eigenfunctions
while (2.11) is a consequence of the following result of Lancellotti [14]:

Proposition 2.4 ([14]). Let Y be a Banach space and I : Y → R a continuous
functional. Assume that there exists a subspace V of Y of finite dimension m such
that

i) for every u in Y , the functional I is of class C2 on u+ V and for every v in
V , the functions u→ 〈I ′(u), v〉 and u→ 〈I ′′(u)v, v〉 are continuous on Y ,

ii) 〈I ′′(0)v, v〉 < 0 for every v in V \ {0}.
Then

Ci(I, 0) = {0} for every i ≤ m− 1.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. By the theory explained in section 2.1, N(Lu) and N0(Lu)
are finite and represent respectively the maximal dimension of a subspace of H on
which −Lu is negative definite and the sum of it with the kernel of Lu. Hence

mX(u) ≤ m(u) ≤ N(Lu).

Since Lu is a Fredholm operator in H , we can consider the splitting

H = H− ⊕H0 ⊕H+,

where H−, H0 and H+ are the spaces spanned by the eigenfunctions corresponding
respectively to the negative, null and positive eigenvalues of −Lu in H . In addition,
we have

(2.12) ∃β > 0 such that 〈Luv, v〉 ≥ β‖v‖2H , ∀v ∈ H+.

By Proposition 2.1, we know that each eigenfunction is in X . Thus, since H− and
H0 are finite dimensional, we have that H− ⊕H0 ⊂ X ⊂W 1,p

0,r (B), so that

W 1,p
0,r (B) = M ⊕ Z where M = H− ⊕H0 and Z = H+ ∩W 1,p

0,r (B),
X = M ⊕ ZX where ZX = Z ∩X.

(2.13)

Moreover, by (2.12), we have 〈Luv, v〉 ≥ β‖v‖2H , ∀v ∈ Z, which together with (2.13)
implies (2.10).

Finally (2.11) is just a consequence of Proposition 2.4 and of (2.10), taking H−

as the finite dimensional subspace V of W 1,p
0,r (B) or of X in the statement of the

proposition. �

Corollary 2.1. If u is an isolated critical point of Mountain Pass type of the
functional J in W 1,p

0,r (B), with u > 0 and satisfying (1.5), then its Morse index in
X or in W 1,p

0,r (B) is at most one. In other words, only the first eigenvalue of the
operator −Lu in H can be negative.

Proof. Since u is a Mountain Pass solution, the first critical group is nontrivial (see
[6]), which implies by (2.11), that m(u) ≤ 1. �

Remark 2.1. The result of Corollary 2.1 could be generalized to critical points of
other mini-max types using the fact that for this kind of points, some critical groups
are nontrivial (see [6]).

2.3. Further estimates of the critical groups. In this section, we will derive
other estimates for the critical groups which, together with (2.11), will provide the
natural estimates usually stated in Morse theory. We will do it for the functional
JX .

Theorem 2.2. Let u be an isolated critical point of JX in W 1,p
0,r (B) with u > 0 and

satisfying (1.5). Then

(2.14) Ci(JX , u) = {0}, for any i ≥ m∗(u) + 1.

Moreover, if 0 is not an eigenvalue of Lu in H, then

Ci(JX , u) ' K if i = m(u) and Ci(JX , u) = {0} if i 6= m(u).
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To prove this, we follow the approach of [8] (see also [14]), i.e. we show a
convexity property of JX near u and from this, we derive a finite dimensional
reduction which allows us to prove (2.14). However, as compared with [8], our
proof is simpler since we work in a space of more regular functions; also the way
we get the finite dimensional reduction is quite different and more direct.

Let us recall that, as defined in (2.13), M = H− ⊕H0 and Z = H+ ∩W 1,p
0,r (B),

while ZX = Z ∩X .

Lemma 2.1. There exist δ0 and C > 0 such that for any z ∈ X with ‖z−u‖X < δ0,

(2.15) 〈J ′′X(z)w,w〉 ≥ C‖w‖2H ∀w ∈ ZX .

Moreover

(2.16) JX(u+ w) > JX(u) ∀w ∈ ZX \ {0} with ‖w‖X ≤ δ0.

Proof. To prove (2.15), we argue by contradiction and assume that there are two
sequences zn in X and wn in ZX \ {0} such that ‖wn‖H = 1, ‖zn− u‖X tends to 0
and

〈J ′′X(zn)wn, wn〉 ≤ 1/n.

Since wn is bounded in H , it converges weakly in H , up to a subsequence, to a
function w in H+ and hence strongly in L2(B). By the convergence of zn to u in
X , we get that

|∇zn|
|∇u| → 1 uniformly in B,

and hence, since ‖wn‖H = 1 =
∫
B |∇u|p−2|∇wn|2 dx, we obtain∫

B

|∇zn|p−2|∇wn|2 dx→ 1.

Moreover,
∫
B f
′(zn)w2

n dx tends to
∫
B f
′(u)w2 dx. This implies

(2.17) 0 ≥ lim〈J ′′X(zn)wn, wn〉 ≥ 1 +
∫
B

f ′(u)w2 dx

from which we deduce that w cannot be identically zero. Moreover, from (2.12),
(2.17) and the lower semicontinuity of the norm in H , we get

0 ≥ 〈J ′′X(u)w,w〉 ≥ β‖w‖2H ,

which is a contradiction. The inequality (2.16) follows from (2.15) since we have

JX(u+ w) − JX(u) =
1
2
〈J ′′X(z)w,w〉 ≥ C‖w‖2H > 0

for any w in ZX \ {0} with ‖w‖X < δ0 and some z in X with ‖z − u‖X < δ0. �

Lemma 2.2. There exist ρ, δ ∈ (0, δ0) such that for any v in M with ‖v‖X ≤ ρ,
there exists exactly one point w = ψ(v) in ZX ∩Dδ, where Dδ = {w ∈ X, ‖w‖X <
δ}, satisfying

(2.18) 〈J ′X(u+ v + ψ(v)), z〉 = 0 ∀z ∈ ZX .

Moreover, ψ(v) is the only minimum of the function G(w) = J(u + v + w) in
ZX ∩Dδ. Finally, the map ψ : M ∩Dρ → ZX ∩Dδ is of class C1.
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To construct the map ψ, we will use the implicit function theorem. Let us
consider the map B defined in M × ZX by

(2.19) B(v, w) =
∂JX
∂w

(u + v + w),

that is, B is the derivative of JX with respect to w ∈ ZX . One can derive that B
takes its values in L∞ ∩ C0(0, 1] = E0

0 . We have that B(0, 0) = (∂JX/∂w)(u) = 0.
We would like to show that (∂B/∂w)(0, 0) is an isomorphism between ZX and E0

0

to be able to use the implicit function theorem. We have

∂B

∂w
(0, 0) =

∂2JX
∂w2

(u).

This is represented by −Lu, taken against test functions in ZX . Because of the
coercivity (2.12), Lu is injective in H+, hence in ZX . Now we need to prove
surjectivity. For any φ in E0

0 , by the coercivity and Lax-Milgram theorem, there
exists v in H+ such that Luv = φ in H+, that is

(2.20)
∫
B

|∇u|p−2∇v · ∇w dx−
∫
B

f ′(u)vw dx =
∫
B

φw dx ∀w ∈ H+.

Let ei(r) be an orthonormal basis of M , for any h in H ; then h−
∑
i(
∫
hei)ei is in

H+. Hence using it as a test function, we have that v satisfies in radial coordinates

(2.21) (p− 1)
(
rn−1|u′|p−2v′

)′
+ rn−1(f ′(u)v + l(r, u, v) + φ) = 0 in (0, 1)

where

l(r, u, v) =
∑
i

ei(r)
∫
B

(
|∇u|p−2∇v · ∇ei − f ′(u)vei − φei

)
dx.

Since φ is in E0
0 , we have that v is indeed in X and because it is also in H+, it is

therefore in ZX .
Then we can apply the implicit function theorem to B in a neighborhood of

(0, 0), to get the existence of ρ, δ > 0 and a continuous map

ψ : M ∩Dρ → w ∈ ZX ∩Dδ

such that for any v in M ∩Dρ, ψ(v) is the only point in ZX ∩Dδ satisfying (2.18).
Moreover, ψ is of class C1 because J ′X is also continuously differentiable with respect
to v. Finally, assuming without loss of generality that ρ, δ are smaller than δ0, we
get from the strict convexity of JX , proved in (2.15), that ψ(v) is the only minimum
point of G in ZX ∩Dδ. �

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let us define the functional Φ(v) = J(u+ v+ψ(v)) for any
v ∈ M ∩ Dρ. From the previous lemma, Φ is continuous and denoting by Φc its
sublevels, that is

Φc = {v ∈M ∩Dρ s.t. Φ(v) ≤ c},
we have that the pair (Φc,Φc \ {0}) is homeomorphic to (J̃cX , J̃

c
X \ {u}) where J̃X

is the restriction of JX to the set

Y = {u+ v + ψ(v), v ∈M ∩Dρ}.
Therefore, we have

(2.22) Ci(J̃X , u) = Ci(Φ, 0) for any i.
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On the other hand, the pair (J̃cX , J̃
c
X \ {u}) is a deformation retract of the pair

(JcX ∩ U, JcX ∩ U \ {u}), where U is a neighborhood of u in X given by

U = u+ (M ∩Dρ) + (ZX ∩Dδ).

This can be seen by considering the homotopy map

γ(t, u+ v + w) = u+ v + w + t(ψ(v)− w)

which sends any point in U to the point u+v+ψ(v). Note that along the homotopy,
we have that all points g = u + v + w ∈ JcX ∩ U remain in the subset JcX because
of (2.16). Thus,

(2.23) Ci(JX , u) = Hi(J̃cX , J̃
c
X \ {u}) ' Hi(JcX ∩ U, JcX ∩ U \ {u}),

and by the excision property, the last cohomology group is just Ci(JX , u). There-
fore, by (2.22)–(2.23), to prove the assertion, we just have to estimate the critical
groups of the function Φ which is defined in a finite dimensional space. Then (2.14)
is trivial because Ci(Φ, 0) must be zero for any i > dim M which is m∗(u). If we as-
sume in addition that 0 is not an eigenvalue of Lu in H , we have that M = H− and
hence u is a local maximum of J in M . This implies that 0 is a nondegenerate local
maximum of Φ in the finite dimensional space M , so that Ci(Φ, 0) is isomorphic to
the field K if i = dim M = m(u) while Ci(Φ, 0) = {0} if i 6= m(u). �

3. The case p < 2

Let u be a weak radial solution of (1.1) satisfying (1.5). Arguing exactly as in
the beginning of section 2, we have that u belongs to the space X defined in the
introduction.

Note that the functional J is not twice differentiable in W 1,p
0,r (B), but we can

prove that it is C2 in X .

Proposition 3.1. JX ∈ C2(X) and we have (1.4) for any v, w in X.

Proof. When one computes 〈J ′X(u + εv), w〉 − 〈J ′X(u), w〉 − ε〈J ′′X(u)v, w〉, one has
to estimate integrals of the type∫

B

|∇u|p−2 |∇v|2
|∇u|2∇u · ∇w dx.

Using the precise behaviour of ∇u near the origin, this is less than

C‖v‖2X‖w‖X ,
where C depends on u. �

Note that if one wants to get C2 differentiability of J in the space C2(B), this
is true for p bigger than (n+ 6)/(n+ 4).

Then we can define the Morse index of u as a critical point of JX as the supremum
of the dimensions of the subspaces of X on which J ′′X(u) is negative definite. We
denote it by m(u) and we denote by m∗(u) the sum of m(u) and the dimension of
the kernel of J ′′X(u).

As for the case p > 2, we would like to study the operator J ′′X(u) in a suitable
weighted Hilbert space. To this aim, we consider the function m(x) = |x|(p−2)/(p−1)

and observe that m ∈ L1(B) if p > (n+ 2)/(n+ 1) while 1/m ∈ L∞(B). Then for
p > (n+ 2)/(n+ 1), we define the weighted space H = H1

0,r(m,B) as the closure of
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the space C1
0,r(B) of radial C1 functions with compact support in B, with respect

to the scalar product

(3.1) (v, w) =
∫
B

|x|
p−2
p−1∇v · ∇w dx.

As shown in [24], H is a Hilbert space and by the behaviour of |∇u| at the origin,
an equivalent norm is given by

(3.2) ‖v‖H =
∫
B

|∇u|p−2|∇v|2 dx.

Hence, we have that the bilinear form

〈Auv, w〉 = (p− 1)
∫
B

|∇u|p−2∇v · ∇w dx

is coercive in H . Note that X is included in H , which is included in W 1,p
0,r (B).

It follows from [24] that the canonical inclusion of H into L2
r(B) is completely

continuous. Hence, the spectrum of Au is given by a sequence of positive real
numbers and the corresponding system of eigenfunctions is an orthonormal system
in L2(B). We can consider in H the operator Lu as before,

〈−Luv, w〉 = 〈Auv, w〉 − 〈f ′(u)v, w〉.
In the case p ≤ (n + 2)/(n + 1), we cannot use the theory of [24], but we

use the radial coordinates and define m(x) = |x|β , where β = n − 1 + p−2
p−1 . If

p ≤ (n + 2)/(n + 1), then β < 0. This is going to provide directly regularity on
solutions. Let Γ0,r be the subspace of C1

0,r(B) where the scalar product

(3.3) (v, w) =
∫ 1

0

m(x)v′w′dx

is finite. Then H is the closure of the space Γ0,r with respect to this scalar product.
Obviously, H is a Hilbert space and an equivalent norm is given by (3.2).

Lemma 3.1. If p ≤ (n+ 2)/(n+ 1), H is compactly embedded in L2(0, 1).

Proof. The key identity is

|v(s)− v(t)|2 =
∣∣∣ ∫ s

t

v′(x)dx
∣∣∣2 ≤ ( ∫ s

t

xβv′2(x)dx
)(s−β/2+1 − t−β/2+1

−β/2 + 1

)
.

In particular, we deduce that any function v in H is in L∞ with

‖v‖∞ ≤
1

−β/2 + 1
‖v‖1/2H .

Moreover, v is continuous, bounded near the origin and the unit ball of H is uni-
formly equicontinuous since

|v(s) − v(t)| ≤ ‖v‖1/2H |t− s|1/2,
so by Ascoli’s theorem, the injection of H into C0(0, 1) is compact. This implies
also that f ′(u)v is a compact perturbation of Au. �

Proposition 3.2. For p < 2, the spectrum of −Lu in H is given by a sequence of
eigenvalues and only a finite number of them are nonpositive. Any eigenfunction
of −Lu in H in fact belongs to X.
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Proof. Since −Lu is a compact perturbation of Au, its spectrum is given by a
sequence of real eigenvalues and only a finite number of them are nonpositive. Let
v be a radial eigenfunction in H . We have that v is in L∞(B). Moreover, v is a
solution of (2.6) and since v is a weak solution in the whole ball B, we have that
rn−1|u′|p−2v′ tends to 0 as r tends to 0. Then using the l’Hopital rule and equation
(2.6) as in section 2.1, we derive the behaviour of v′ and v′′ near 0 and get that v
is in X . �

Now let us assume that u is an isolated critical point of J in W 1,p
0,r (B). Then u is

also an isolated critical point of JX in X . As for the case p > 2, we have a relation
between the Morse indices of u and the number of negative eigenvalues of −Lu in
H . Moreover, we can get an estimate of the critical groups Ci(JX , u) defined in
section 2.

Theorem 3.1. Let p < 2 and let u be an isolated critical point of J in W 1,p
0,r (B).

Then the Morse indices of u are finite. More precisely,

(3.4) mX(u) = N(Lu) and m∗X(u) = N0(Lu)

where N(Lu) and N0(Lu) are respectively the number of negative and nonpositive
eigenvalues of −Lu in H. Moreover,

(3.5) Ci(JX , u) = {0} for any i ≤ mX(u)− 1.

Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 2.1. Since there are a few
changes to make, we sketch it for the reader’s convenience. Since Lu is a Fredholm
operator in H , we can consider the splitting

H = H− ⊕H0 ⊕H+,

where H−, H0 and H+ have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. In
particular, we have

(3.6) ∃β such that 〈Luv, v〉 ≥ β‖v‖2H , ∀v ∈ H+.

By Proposition 3.2, we know that each eigenfunction is in X , hence H−⊕H0 ⊂ X
and we have the splitting

X = H− ⊕H0 ⊕ (H+ ∩X).

By this and (3.6), we get (3.4). Finally (3.5) is a consequence of Proposition 2.4
and (3.2), taking H− as the finite dimensional subspace of X in W 1,p

0,r (B) in the
statement of Proposition 2.4. �

The other estimates of the critical groups can be obtained exactly in the same
way as for the case p > 2. Therefore we have

Theorem 3.2. Let u be an isolated critical point of JX in W 1,p
0,r (B) with u > 0 and

satisfying (1.5). Then

(3.7) Ci(JX , u) = {0}, for any i ≥ m∗(u) + 1.

Moreover, if 0 is not an eigenvalue of Lu in H, then

Ci(JX , u) ' K if i = m(u) and Ci(JX , u) = {0} if i 6= m(u).
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4. Nondegeneracy and uniqueness

4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us assume that f satisfies (H1)–(H3) and v is
a solution of Luv = 0 in X . We are going to prove that v has at least three nodal
regions in B. This and Proposition 2.2 imply that the eigenvalue which is zero has
to be at least the 3rd one, providing a contradiction with the fact that the solution
u has Morse index at most 1.

Thus let w = v − u; then Luw = −Luu ≤ 0 by (H2). Let us notice that if we
multiply the equation for u by v and the equation for v by u, and integrate, we get

(4.1)
∫ 1

0

rn−1(uf ′(u)− (p− 1)f(u))v dr = 0.

In (0, 1), u is C∞, so we can differentiate (2.1) with respect to r to compute Lu(ru′)
and find that Lu(ru′) = −pf(u). If we multiply the equation Lu(ru′) = −pf(u) by
v and the equation Luv = 0 by ru′, we get

(4.2) p

∫ 1

0

rn−1f(u)v dr = (p− 1)|u′(1)|p−2v′(1)u′(1).

Finally the Pohozaev identity rewrites

(4.3)
∫ 1

0

rn−1
(
nF (u)− n− p

p
uf(u)

)
dr =

p− 1
p
|u′(1)|p−2u′(1)2.

By (4.1), we have
∫ 1

0 r
n−1(uf ′(u) − qf(u))v dr 6= 0 and since v is always defined

up to multiplication by a constant, we choose the solution v such that

(4.4)
∫ 1

0

rn−1(uf ′(u)− qf(u))v dr =
∫ 1

0

rn−1(uf ′(u)− qf(u))u dr.

This implies

(4.5)
∫ 1

0

(uf ′(u)− qf(u))w rn−1 dr = 0.

Using (4.1) and (4.2), we derive

∫ 1

0

rn−1(uf ′(u)− qf(u))v dr = (p− 1− q)
∫ 1

0

rn−1f(u)v dr

=
(p− 1− q)

p
(p− 1)|u′(1)|p−2v′(1)u′(1).(4.6)

By (4.4), we have that the last term is equal to
∫ 1

0
rn−1(uf ′(u) − qf(u))u dr. By

(H2) it is negative, and since by the Hopf Lemma u′(1) < 0, we find v′(1) < 0.
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Now,
(p− 1− q)

p
(p− 1)|u′(1)|p−2w′(1)u′(1)

=
(p− 1− q)

p
(p− 1)|u′(1)|p−2v′(1)u′(1)− (p− 1− q)

p
(p− 1)|u′(1)|p

=
∫ 1

0

rn−1
(

(uf ′(u)− qf(u))v − (p− 1− q)(nF (u)− n− p
p

uf(u))
)
dr

=
∫ 1

0

rn−1
(

(uf ′(u)− qf(u))u+ (q + 1− p)(nF (u)− n− p
p

uf(u))
)
dr

≥ 0.

The second inequality is obtained using the Pohozaev identity while the last in-
tegral is positive by (H3). Hence, we derive that w′(1) > 0. Moreover, since∫ 1

0 r
n−1(uf ′(u)− qf(u))w dr = 0, we have by (H2) that w changes sign. Near the

boundary, w < 0, since w′(1) > 0. Let D be the connected component of the set
{w 6= 0} near the boundary where w < 0. In D, we have w < 0 and Luw ≤ 0.
Moreover we claim that v has to change sign in D. Indeed, if not, since Luv = 0
and v > 0 on ∂D∩B, the weak version of the Maximum Principle holds since Lu is
uniformly elliptic in D. It implies that w ≥ 0, which is not the case. So v changes
sign in D, but v > 0 near the boundary since v′(1) < 0 and v > 0 when w = 0.
Hence in D, v has to change sign at least twice, which proves that zero cannot be
the first or second eigenvalue of Lu. �

4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2. We consider problem (1.1) with a nonlinearity λf(u)
instead of f(u), where λ is a positive free parameter:

(4.7)

{ (
(p− 1)u′′ +

n− 1
r

u′
)
|u′|p−2 + λf(u) = 0,

u > 0, in (0, 1), u′(0) = u(1) = 0.

We want to describe the bifurcation diagram of solutions, that is d = u(0) vs λ in
X .

Let us recall from [2] (Proposition 4.1) that as soon as we have proved that Lu is
injective, it implies that Lu is an isomorphism from X into E0

0 = L∞∩C0
0 (B \{0}).

Indeed the surjectivity can be obtained by solving the following equation with a
fixed point argument:

(4.8) v′(r) =
1

rn−1|u′|p−2

∫ r

0

tn−1
(
−f ′(u)v(t) + g(t)

)
dt,

for g ∈ E0
0 , with v(0) = 1. Then we also check that the boundary condition v(1) = 0

can be satisfied by adding a proper function φ satisfying the initial value problem
Luφ = 0 with φ(0) = 0 (see Proposition 4.1 of [2]).

The fact that our linearized operator is an isomorphism allows us to use the
implicit function theorem in X and deduce that around any solution (λ, uλ), there
is a unique branch of solutions. Note that rescaling the equation (4.7) on the ball
of radius λ1/p, problem (4.7) becomes like (2.1), but in a ball of radius λ1/p. The
uniqueness theorem for initial value problems for ODE’s (see [12]) yields that for
any d, there is at most one λ for which there is a solution of (4.7) with u(0) = d.
In particular, if we construct a branch of solutions for which u(0) goes from 0 to
∞, then the uniqueness for ODE’s implies that there is no other branch.
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We need to start for some λ from a Mountain Pass solution. Our hypotheses
imply that this solution exists. Indeed, if s > p− 1 and q < (np− n+ p)/(n− p),
there exists a Mountain Pass solution for all positive λ from [19]. If s = p −
1 and q < (np − n + p)/(n − p), our hypotheses imply the existence from [19]
for all λ ∈ (0, λ1,p/k) where λ1,p is the first eigenvalue of the nonlinear problem
−∆pu = λ|u|p−2u with Dirichlet boundary conditions. If λ > λ1,p/k, then there
is no solution. If q is critical, our hypotheses and the results of [3, 5, 13] imply
that there is a Mountain Pass solution for all λ ∈ (0, λ1,p) if n ≥ p2 and only for
λ ∈ (λ, λ1,p) if p < n < p2.

So let us start from some λ0 for which there exists a Mountain Pass solution
uλ0 . Then, since the Morse Index of the solution is 1 by Theorem 1.1, it implies,
respectively, that the first and second eigenvalues of the linearized operator satisfy
µ1 < 0 and µ2 > 0. Using the implicit function theorem near this solution, we
derive that locally there is a unique branch of solutions with the same property
µ1(Lu) < 0 and µ2(Lu) > 0. Let us define λ and λ as the infimum and supremum
of λ on this branch.

We claim that as λ tends to λ or λ, uλ(0) has to go to 0 or infinity. If λ or λ
is positive and finite, and if uλ(0) stays bounded, then we can find a solution for
λ = λ or λ with either the first eigenvalue µ1 or the second eigenvalue µ2 equal
to zero. This is impossible by our nondegeneracy result of Theorem 1.1. Thus the
branch can be continued using the implicit function theorem and this provides a
contradiction with the definition of λ and λ. If λ = 0, then uλ(0) has to go to 0 or
∞, because the only solution for λ = 0 is u = 0. If λ = ∞, we claim that uλ(0)
has to go to 0. The case λ = ∞ can only happen if s > p− 1 and q is subcritical
in (H2). Then, uλ(0) has to go to 0: it cannot go to a positive finite limit because
[11] proves that every solution of the linearized problem is a crossing solution and
it cannot go to infinity, because rescaling the solutions and passing to the limit, we
would have a solution in Rn of ∆pu+ us ≤ 0 with s subcritical, which contradicts
the result of Serrin and Zou [21]. Therefore, if λ =∞, uλ(0) tends to 0 as λ tends
to λ.

Next we claim that by the uniqueness for ODE’s, the limit of uλ(0) cannot be
the same as λ tends to λ or λ. So the branch describes all values of uλ(0) between
0 and ∞ and there is no other branch. �
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